Prediction of health preference values from CD4 counts in individuals with HIV.
A common measure of health benefit in technology assessments is the quality-adjusted life year, which incorporates health preference or utility scores. To build and test a predictive model using CD4 counts to derive health preference scores. Predictive modeling. Setting. Ontario HIV Treatment Network Cohort Study. Measurement. The relationship between HUI3-derived health preference score and HIV health status measured by CD4 count was examined by a regression model. Additional independent variables considered included age, time since HIV diagnosis, AIDS-defining condition, sex, and education level. A polynomial regression model was fit to predict health preference scores. The final model was established using automated backwards stepwise variable elimination using the Akaike information criterion. Tenfold cross-validation was used to assess the model. Data from 841 participants were available. Mean age and time since diagnosis were 46.78 and 11.03 years, respectively. CD4 counts ranged from 2 to 995 cells per mm(3) with 267 (31.75%) individuals having less than 350 cells per mm(3). Mean HUI3 utility score was 0.72 and ranged from -0.25 to 1. The final model retained squared terms for CD4 counts, age, and time since HIV diagnosis and eliminated history of AIDS-defining condition and the nonsquared time since HIV diagnosis. Prediction error was assessed in 14 subgroups using the validation set. Two subgroups had mean prediction errors greater than 0.02. Limitations. All statistical models are limited by the data used to develop and test the model. The model estimates health utility scores primarily through CD4 counts. Therefore, the model may be inappropriate if noninfectious diseases are a significant factor. Results provide a model for predicting health preference values from CD4 counts.